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The effects of    an audience
Before dealing with 
theories specific to social 
facilitation and inhibition 
(see pp. 7–11), it is  
important to consider 
how variations in player 
personality, skill level and 
nature of the tasks  
undertaken are affected 
by increased arousal 
stimulated by an audience. 
These anomalies  
require specific degrees 
of arousal intensity 
to allow athletes to 
achieve their highest 
potential performance
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Skill 
level

Personality

Expert
• An expert, possibly at professional level, would 
have attained the autonomous learning stage.

• Skill would be grooved, overlearned and 
committed to long-term memory.

• The motor programme will be run off with little 
conscious thought and adapted if necessary.

• Execution is efficient, free from error and the 
product of internal feedback (kinaesthesis).

• Performance of an autonomous expert would 
usually be facilitated by an audience.

Novice
• A novice is likely to be at the associative 
learning stage.

• Skill would require practice and not yet be 
grooved or committed to long-term memory.

• The motor programme requires concentration 
and high-order decision-making.

• Execution is often erratic, error-strewn and 
reliant on external feedback.

• Performance of an associative novice would 
usually be inhibited by audience presence.

Introvert
• Introvert personalities perform best under conditions of low arousal.

• The RAS of an introvert has high sensitivity to incoming sensory stimuli.

• As a consequence, introverts become aroused quickly and exceed their optimal threshold.

• Therefore introverts are ill-equipped to tolerate pressure as it arises in high-level sport.

• Performance of an introvert would usually be inhibited by audience presence.

Extrovert
• Extrovert personalities perform best under conditions of high arousal.

• The reticular activation system (RAS) of an extrovert has low sensitivity to incoming stimuli. 

• In consequence, extroverts become aroused slowly, gradually achieving optimal threshold.

• Therefore extroverts are equipped to tolerate pressure as it arises in high-level sport.

• Performance of an extrovert would usually be facilitated by audience presence.

Classification 
of skill

Gross skill
• Gross skills activate large muscle groups, e.g. 
shot put.

• They do not require precision or accuracy.

• Gross skills are ballistic, i.e. fast and powerful.

• Characteristics are associated with closed 
skills.

• Performance of gross skills would usually be 
facilitated by audience presence.

Simple skill
• Simple skills are habitual, e.g. the high jump.

• They require minimal decision-making, 
therefore information processing is limited.

• Simple skills comprise few subroutines.

• Characteristics are associated with closed 
skills.

• Performance of simple skills would usually be 
facilitated by audience presence.

Fine skill
• Fine skills are executed by small muscle 
groups, e.g. the wrist movement during a putt 
in golf.

• Fine skills are intricate and require precision 
and accuracy.

• Characteristics are associated with open skills.

• The performance of fine skills would usually be 
inhibited by audience presence.

Complex skill
• Complex skills are perceptual and therefore 
require decision-making, e.g. a reverse spin pass 
in rugby.

• They involve high-level information processing.

• Complex skills can comprise many subroutines.

• Characteristics are associated with open skills.

• Performance of complex skills would usually be 
inhibited by audience presence.




